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Professional Summary 
………………………………………………….. 

Client-focused Senior Software Engineer with more than  4 years designing innovative 
applications and achieving high client satisfaction.  

Skills 
………………………………………………….. 

Work history 
………………………………………………….. 
March 2017-Current 

Working as a freelancer and developed several products. The last one was http://
beverlycollective.com this product is developed using Jquery, EJS, Express.  
Also had experience coding on JavaEE, wrote a module on SpringBoot and AngularJS 
for Kazpochta. That was a service for generating the questionary online and seeing 
the result as a statistic for each question.  

September 2014-March 2017 

TOO “Automato” 

Built CRM&ERP systems for a small and medium businesses, worked as a team lead, 
as a full-stack developer. First big project named automato CRM architected  and 
developed on MEAN stack. Second project was for automation of accounting. That was 
platform for generating most of accounting papers online, as a stack of development 
were chosen MERN. After I was participating on development of ERP system, that 
helped to control the productivity of IT company, accounting salary of employees, 
control of deadlines etc., that project also was developed on MERN stack. Than I 
Architected and development ERP system for automate HR. That was integration with 
hh.ru, project was developed on MEAN stack.  

Front-end: 


React

Redux

AngularJS

JQuery

JavaScript

CSS3

HTML5

Socket


Back-end:


NodeJS

Express

Mongodb

MySQL

PostgreSQL

Amazon Web services

Socket.io

PHP


Tools:


Git

Webpack

Gulp


Languages:


English (speeking)

Russian 

Kazakh
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During the work in that company, I developed the methodology for writing the code,  
on server side using ExpressJS on backend and AngularJS on frontend. I really like 
writing dry CSS using BEM methodology that was established by Yandex. 

Education 
…………………………………………………. 
2017 

Bachelor of Science: Information Systems 
International Information Technology University in Almaty 

About me 
………………………………………………….. 

My name is Yelnur, I’m from Kazakhstan,  23 years old. Every day I’m trying to 
improve my skills, learning new technologies, a few month ago I learned writing code 
on python, to check how Machine learning is developing. Really like to participate in 
big and interesting projects. And want to improve my skills on higher level. 


